Vasoconstrictor reactions in spontaneously hypertensive rats versus Wistar Kyoto can be increased or decreased depending on the conditions of perfusion.
The reactions of resistance vessels in SHR and WKY hindquarters were compared during saline or blood perfusion. During saline constant-flow perfusion at all initial pressures (80-200 mmHg) sympathetic vasoconstrictor effects were greater in SHR than those in WKY. During perfusion at constant and equal pressure vasoconstrictor responses were greater in SHR vs. WKY only at high pressure--200 mmHg. On the other hand, under constant pressure conditions at lower pressures (80 and 120 mmHg) sympathetic stimulation induced weaker responses in SHR than in WKY, which at, for example, 80 mmHg was the case at every frequency of sympathetic stimulation used (2-20 Hz). Also, the responses to exogenous noradrenaline and vasopressin occurred during perfusion at low (80 mmHg) and for both equal constant-pressure conditions lower in SHR than in WKY. Comparison of sympathetic effects in SHR and WKY during blood hindquarter perfusion revealed similar results. Also, when SHR and WKY responses were compared at their ordinary levels of constant-pressure, sympathetic vasoconstrictor effects in SHR were lower than those in WKY.